We have studied the dynamics of iron-garnet films using a pump-probe technique and were able to demonstrate that the response time of such a film is sufficiently short to investigate sub-nanosecond phenomena. Furthermore, we studied the penetration velocity of the dendritic instability in thin YBCO films. We found two regimes: An early stage with a penetration velocity of up to 17Okmls and a distinct later stage were the velocity is lower (= 18 km/s).
Introduction
The first spatially resolved observation of flux jumps was reported in 1967
. .
by Wertheimer et al. [I] , who studied superconducting Niobium discs with a thickness of several tenths of a millimeter by means of magnetcmptics. These authors found finger-like flux fronts with a typical width of 1 mm which propagated with a typical speed between 5 and 100 m/s. Later on studies of thin superconducting Niobium and YBCO films showed a similar flux jump phenomenon. It most often results in a dendritic flux pattern, independent of how the avalanche developed, i.e. spontaneously [ 2 4 ] or triggered by local heating of the sample with a short laser pulse [5, 6] . That dendritic flux avalanches are a rather general phenomenon in superconductors was corroborated recently by similar observations in a couple of materials (MgB2 [7] 
Experimental setup
The requirement for the investigation of dendrite dynamics is a temporal resolution in the sub-nanosecond regime. This is due to the high velocities occurring during the development of flux avalanches. We have used a magneto-optic technique, with a Bi-doped Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) film on Gadolinium Gallium Garnet as the sensor layer [9], which was mounted on top of the superconductor [lo] .
The spatial resolution was on the order of a few pm. The high temporal resolution was achieved by a pumpprobe technique in combination with a Tisapphire pulse laser (t = 150 fs) as an illumination source. The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 1 : The laser pulse is split into two. One part is used to trigger a flux avalanche, whereas the second part is fed through an optical delay line and is then used to take a magneto-optic snapshot of the flux distribution. In order to provide a measure on the instantaneous velocity double exposures were made by further splitting the imaging pulse into two, one being delayed with respect to the other by only a few nanoseconds, as it is illustrated in Fig. 3 . This technique has been used to obtain the data in Fig. 4b . The samples were 10 x 10mm2 YBCO thin films on strontium titanate deposited by the PLD technique. The physical limit in temporal resolution with this setup is given by the response time of the YIG film, which was found to be less than 200 ps in our case [8].
Garnet dynamics
To measure the dynamics of a garnet film a fast magnetic switch was needed to apply a magnetic field sufficiently fast. To accomplish that a 330 nmYBCO film has been structured in circles of 0.25 mm, 0.5 mm, and 0.75 mm radius. We cooled the sample below Tc and applied a magnetic field of 50 mT. Now the entire circle was heated above Tc; the shielding currents decay rapidly because of the resistivity of the YBCO film. The field distribution was measured by our snapshot technique after a varying delay (closed symbols in fig. 2 ). Now the field was switched off and another laser pulse was applied (open symbols in fig. 2 ). The time it takes the current to decay can be estimated from the inductance of the circle to be on the order of 0.1 ns.
In the first picoseconds after magnetic field penetrates into the superconductor the electron spin starts to orient itself parallel to the extemal field. The observed oscillation is due to a precessing motion of the spins. The response time for this particular garnet film was found to be % 0.2 ns and is therefore short enough for the investigation of dendrite dynamics. 
Dendrite dynamics
To study the dendrite dynamics a typical experiment was carried out in the following way: The sample was zero-field cooled below Tc, and after reaching a stable temperature a magnetic field Bext was applied perpendicular to the film.
The thin film geometry leads to an enhancement of the field at the sample edges, from where the magnetic flux penetrates partly into the superconducting film. It has to be pointed out, however, that in a thin film due to the 2-dimensional character shielding currents flow also in those areas of the film which are still in the Meissner state, i.e. the B-field is zero [ll] . The resulting meta-stable field distribution was then disturbed locally at the sample edge by the focused laser pulse. For sufficiently strong perturbations this triggered a magnetic flux avalanche. Estimations suggest that the YBCO film was heated above Tc in the focal spot of some 50 pm diameter, but an actual temperature measurement has not been camed out. However, the heating was subtle enough, not to damage the film locally, as tested by reversibility measurements.
Now, we will discuss the variation of v after nucleation as the avalanche propagates towards the center of the sample. 
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An example for the average length s of the dendrites, determined by a sequence of single exposures taken at different delay times t, is shown in Fig. 4a .
The YBCO film was 330 nm thick in this case, the temperature 10 K, and the applied field 17.3 mT. From this plot it is obvious that the velocity is much larger in the beginning (which we will call regime I) than later on (regime 11). Qualitatively this can be ascribed to the fact that the driving force for the dendrite is expected to be largest in the region of high field gradients, i.e. close to the sample edge. About 10 ns after nucleation, the slope and hence the velocity becomes more or less constant at a value of (18 f 2) . lo3 m/s (regime 11), i.e.
the dendrites are about 0.6 mm long when regime I changes to regime 11. The velocity v(t) derived from the slope of Fig. 4a is plotted in Fig. 4b , together with data points obtained by the double exposure technique mentioned above. Apparently the two methods lead to comparable results, although the scatter of the data is relatively large. The error bars in the x-direction in Fig. 4b give the delay elapsed between the two exposures.
The stage where the avalanche comes to a stop, is not easily accessible in a systematic way by the snapshot technique. However, we can conclude from the available data that the velocity does not display a gradual decrease, but drops to zero rather rapidly. These investigations show that the dynamics of the garnet film is sufficiently fast to study processes in the sub-nanosecond regime like the dendritic flux instability. The magnetic instability in thin YBCO films display some prominent features: one can distinguish between two regimes of flux propagation, an early stage, where the dendrite velocity is high and decreasing in time, and a late stage, where the velocity is nearly constant. Further systematic studies like the influence of magnetic field and temperature can be found in [12] .
